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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Welcome to this brief overview of market relevance and market pricing.  This segment builds upon the career roadmap basics recorded learning session.  Our purpose is to provide a manageable learning opportunity to help you better understand what market pricing and market relevance mean and how those concepts are applied to Career Roadmap.    
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Market Pricing Jobs 

What is Market Pricing?
• Benchmarking Ohio State jobs against relevant competitors through credible survey vendors with a focus on base pay.  
• The (board approved) Ohio State compensation philosophy includes “…competitive salaries as a component of a 

competitive total rewards framework.”

Higher Education Health System Shared Services Survey Dimensions

Band Dimension

Technical Local
(Ohio) 

Specialized/
Clinical

Regional 
(Midwest) 

Managerial National 
(Revenue/FTE) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Market pricing means comparing the base pay of Ohio State jobs to other employers through credible salary surveys.  Ohio State is a diverse and complex organization that competes for talent within different industries. We have sought out salary surveys that cover higher education, health systems, and shared services, such as finance, marketing, and IT. The survey vendors for relevant labor markets are shown on this slide. Salary surveys often report results refined by specific dimensions, like geography, revenue, FTE, or other differentiators. This helps us better identify the markets in which we compete for talent. Ohio State’s compensation philosophy includes “…competitive salaries as a component of a competitive total rewards framework.” We use this salary survey data to help ensure our pay is competitive. Market relevance is another way of saying our jobs and pay can compete with other employers. I’ll provide an example in a few minutes.
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Aligning Ohio State Jobs to Market Sources

Comparability in Career Levels increases accuracy and ease of market pricing but requires similar comparability in 
Career Level guides. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a separate video on career roadmap basics, we noted that the career framework helps link Ohio State jobs to external benchmarks.  The major survey providers all use a common job framework consisting of career bands and levels.  Career levels in the surveys are differentiated using some version of a career level guide.  We developed Ohio State’s Career Framework and career level guide to closely match what we find in our surveys.  For instance, look at levels in the chart on the slide. The specialized career band uses the letter S and a number representing the level. When market pricing an Ohio State S1 job, it will always match to the survey P1 job for consistency.  This way, we have tightly linked the new Ohio State job catalog with how data is aggregated and reported within the surveys.  This informs us of the typical pay for each job, and which jobs are most available within a career path. That’s useful context for making decisions about what to pay people and how to set career levels at Ohio State.  
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Reflecting the Market Through Pay Ranges

Range midpoint reflects median salary
1

Sample Job:
Function: Finance
Subfunction: Financial Analysis
Band/Level: S2
Title: Financial Analyst

2 Market Reference Value of Job 
= $67,618 3

Career Roadmap Working Salary Structure
Grade Profile Minimum

(75% of Mid)
Midpoint Maximum

(125% of Mid)

12 36,900 49,200 61,500 
13 38,700 51,600 64,500 
14 40,650 54,200 67,750 
15 42,675 56,900 71,125 
16 46,125 61,500 76,875 
17 49,800 66,400 83,000 
18 53,775 71,700 89,625 
19 58,050 77,400 96,750 
20 62,700 83,600 104,500 
21 67,725 90,300 112,875 
22 73,125 97,500 121,875 
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**Salary Structure is only for illustration purposes. Values are not final.**

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps the most important message in this learning session is that we attempt to reflect the external job market through internal pay ranges.  For example, here is a Financial Analyst job. First, using the career framework described in the Career Roadmap basics video, you can see that this job is in the specialized band within the Finance job function and Financial Analysis subfunction.  The band and level are S2. Second, we want to analyze the surveys to find the average pay for that job. This average is known as the market reference value. In the example here, the average pay in the market – or market reference value – of this S2 job is $67,618. The third step is to identify a pay range for Ohio State’s S2 job that is competitive with other employers. The middle of a pay range is called the midpoint. We want a pay range with a midpoint as close to the market reference value as possible.  Fourth step, a pay grade is assigned to the career level. In our example, the market reference value aligns most closely to the midpoint of pay grade 17 – or $66,400. The next video on salary structure and pay ranges explains more about pay grades.Please note that these values are for illustration only and will most certainly be different by the time we go live with Career Roadmap.    
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Understanding Market Patterns of Pay

Willis Towers Watson

General Industry 
Professional and Middle 
Management – 2018

N = 1.4M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another way to think about pay in different career bands.This slide shows the average, or median, salaries of specialized and managerial bands from a survey by Willis Towers Watson, a well-known survey vendor. To be clear, this graph doesn’t represent data for any particular discipline or industry. It is the average for all positions in those bands. While specific disciplines might differ, this does help illustrate broad patterns of pay.  First, as you look up and down the career progressions, you’ll notice a relatively smooth but significant step between career levels.  The second item to note is the relative alignment between S6 and M4 roles and between S5 and M3 and so forth.  This parity suggests points of intersection where individual contributors in the S band have pay comparable to people managers in the M band.You can see that you do not need to progress through all levels of the specialized band before you can move to the managerial band. Maybe a better way to think of it is encountering a fork in the road.  You then choose to take one of the paths.  But then you notice that both paths are parallel to each other so you can still get back and forth between the two paths.  Again, remember that the chart represents aggregate patterns; any particularly set of jobs will vary from this overview.    
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Demonstrating Parallel Career Path Opportunities

Career Framework
Term Description

Job Function Broad group of occupational disciplines

Sub Function Recognized occupational discipline

Career Band Individual Contributor Series People Leader Series

Career Band Technical Clinical Specialized Managerial Executive

Career Level

E5 N/A

E4 N/A

E3 N/A

E2 N/A

E1 N/A

M5 Expert*

S6 Principal* M4 Lead

S5 Expert M3 Senior

C4 Lead S4 Consultant M2 Experienced

C3 Senior S3 Senior M1 Entry

C2 Experienced S2 Experienced

T4 Lead C1 Entry S1 Entry

T3 Senior

T2 Experienced

T1 Entry
*Limited Roles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like the previous slide, this view of the framework for Ohio State’s Career Roadmap clearly demonstrates the parallel paths of the specialized and managerial career bands, as well as the other career bands.  The higher career levels noted with an asterisk tend to have limited availability within a job market and at Ohio State.  In addition, the T2, C2, S3, and M2 career levels tend to be the most prevalent within the job market at large. Importantly, not every Ohio State job has all the levels shown in the career band. The number of career levels in each job is determined by the market data.
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The Journey to Completion

Thank you for your time with this learning 
session.

Check out our other videos at 
hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time with this learning session. Our other videos cover other topics, such as Career Roadmap basics, pay structures, titles and applicable laws and regulations.

http://hr.osu.edu/career-roadmap/resources
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